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Dear Casy Javier,
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MS: 1846157740545768
“Primary adenocarcinoma of the stomach in Von Recklinghausen’s disease (NF-1) with high serum levels of multiple tumor markers: a case report”

Thank you very much for your reviewing my manuscript and giving several suggestions.

I have corrected the manuscript according to editorial team suggestions, as follows;

#1. I have blanked out all wirings in the figure 1B. A scale and some number concerned with CT value exist.

I was very sorry taking you much time for corrections about figure 1B. I have misunderstood that explanation of figure 1B in the manuscript was wrong. So I have changed the sentence of manuscript.

Thank you very much for your kindly arrangements.

If something wrong still exists in revised manuscript, please you let me know.

Best Regards,
Kazuya Kato, M.D., Ph.D.